VersaLite Stone™

Large Panel Program
Large Panel Thin Stone Veneer

24”x48”

48”x96”

2mm thick = “2 stacked dimes”

Standard sizes:
2’x4’ and 4’x8’

Tiles or Panels can be made into any size under 48x96
Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Stone Applications Revolutionized
Natural Stone Veneer, The Real Thing

Natural stone obtained from quarries, made into large 2mm thick panels by bonding high strength polymers directly to slabs. The polymer then forms a durable and waterproof backing layer. After the backing has chemically bonded (with a very high strength) the face of the stone is split from the slab. The split face follows the natural cleft of the stone and becomes the finished visual layer of true stone.

The surface is the true stone, with a unseen polymer backing (when Installed) that enables the stone to function in new and revolutionary ways

The split surface of the stone and the natural difference between each stone provides the utmost in true stone looks. With a function not possible in real stone slabs or tiles. Each stone is absolutely unique.

This process requires a blend of state-of-art equipment and hand process. High quality materials such as resins and fiber mesh along with a high degree of skill by trained people are what is required to make the final product. Much like reclaimed or hand hewn wood, the final finish process is hand crafted.

All of these Natural Stone Veneer Panels are natural, and as nature created millions of years ago. There is no alteration of the texture, coloration, and the stones natural beauty. Although modern methods are used to create constant sizing of panels for ease of installation, these modern methods provide new levels of durability, weather resistance and function in virtually every environment. Aesthetically every piece is as different as the original slab of stone from which is was pulled from. The natural feel, graining and variances of color hues remains, each panel has its own natural and individual beauty.
1mm thickness and fabric backing allows maximum flexibility
VersaLite Stone™

Natural Stone Veneer Panels and Fabric Backed Sheets

1-2mm thickness allows an extraordinary number of uses
4 Layers make up the 2mm thickness

- Natural Stone
- Resin Composite
- Mesh
- Resin Composite
2mm thickness allows low freight cost with minimal space requirements
No need to buy costly new equipment for installation. All tools are normal and cutting can be done with quality sheers or a tile saw.

At 0.25lbs per square foot traditional stone tiles are 20 times heavier on average. Great for wall areas in both commercial or residential projects. No additional engineering required to get the look of stone slabs.

Environmentally positive: 95% less stone to produce as compared to traditional stone surfacing materials. Save on energy and transportation costs.

Almost limitless applications: Interior walls, exterior walls, showers, ceilings, floors, doors, cabinets, tables, cars, boats.

Don't let its 2mm thickness concern you, It’s durable, waterproof & fireproof.
Key Benefits

• 100% Natural Stone Veneering, for virtually any surface

• Flexible! – Can be used on curved walls, pillars, partitions, curved doors & furniture

• 24 different color and texture ranges, 12 stocked in most sizes

• Hand split and tooled surface for the most natural looking product

• German design, technology, engineering, R&D, and final quality

• Light weight / Easy to handle / Easy to carry / Easy to transport / Easy to cut / Simple and fast to install = labor savings

• Standard sheets are: 24”x48” and large panels of 48”x96”

• Up to 1500 SF per pallet means massive savings on transportation and storage allocation
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Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Interior Wall Applications
VersaLite Stone™
Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Interior Back Splash Applications
Cabinet, Door and Appliance Facing

VersaLite Stone™

Natural Stone Veneer Panels and Fabric Backed Sheets
Furniture applications

VersaLite Stone™ Natural Stone Veneer Panels and Fabric Backed Sheets
VersaLite Stone™

Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Kitchen Cabinet Applications
VersaLite Stone™

Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Kitchen and Bathroom Wall Applications
VersaLite Stone™ Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Bathroom Sink and Countertop Applications
VersaLite Stone™

Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Fireplace Surrounds
VersaLite Stone™

Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Exterior Facades
VersaLite Stone™

Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Columns
Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Shown are a selection of 6 of the 12 Stocked Colors

Stocking Program

2mm Stone Veneer
12 Colors
24”x48” & 48”x96”

1mm Fabric Backed
12 Colors
36”x96”

24 colors available / 12 Stocked

Autumn Rustic

California Gold

Copper

Indian Autumn Light

Silver Shine Gold

Silver Shine
Natural Stone Veneer Panels
Shown are a selection of 6 of the 12 Stocked Colors

Gold Green
Ocean Green
Silver
Multi Color
Black line
Black Star
VersaLite Stone™

Back-Lite Translucent Stone Veneer Panels

Back-lite Application
**Stocking Program**

2mm Back-Lite Stone Veneer
4 Colors 24”x48”

*Shown are a selection of 4 Stocking Colors of the 24 available*

*left is Standard, right is Back-Lite*

- Autumn Rustic Back-Lite
- Indian Autumn Back-Lite
- Ocean Green Back-Lite
- Silver Shine Back-Lite
Natural Stone Veneer Panels

Thank You!

VersaLite Stone™